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Three sources of timing noise in a self-timed regenerative PCM re-

peater, namely, tank circuit mistiming, amplitude to phase conversion,

and pulse shape, were studied both experimentally and theoretically. We
discuss how these noises accumulate and combine along a chain oj repeaters.

The theoretical work is from the viewpoint oj frequency analysis which

leads easily to the spectrum oj the timing noise. We first give a simple form

of this theory applicable in a number of cases, and then a more general

form useful in other cases, which shows the approximations and limitations

of the simple theory.

We found that the spectrum of timing noise caused by tank circuit mis-

tuning has no energy at zero frequency and because of this fact, timing noise

from this source does not build up indefinitely along a chain of repeaters

but soon reaches a limit. On the other hand, the spectrum of timing noise

caused by amplitude to phase conversion does have energy at zero frequency,

thus, timing noise from this source increases indefinitely along a repeater

chain. Some of the timing noise is attributable to pulse shape alone and in

some cases may include a very low frequency part. This latter comes about

through the small energy near the harmonics of the pulse rate in the tuned

circuit response and the aliasing of this energy down to very low frequencies

by the sampling process used in measuring the phase deviation or in

generating the retiming pulses.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A considerable amount of work has been done and results published

on the subject of timing noise in pulse code modulation (PCM) sys-

tems.1-11 The material in this paper comes from work which began as
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an experimental investigation. This led to some successful simple

theories and generalizations along somewhat different lines from

those followed previously.

It appears to be impossible for a regenerative repeater to perfectly

restore a train of signal pulses to its original form because of the

difficulty of obtaining a perfect timing source at a repeater location

remote from the transmitter. The most widely used simple method of

obtaining a timing wave is to pass the incoming pulse train, or some

modification of it, through a narrowband resonant tank circuit, tuned

as nearly as possible to the pulse rate. Since the tuning of the tank is

unlikely to coincide with the pulse rate, since the bandwidth of this

selective circuit is finite, and for other reasons, the derived timing

wave is not perfect. Through this imperfect timing source, a certain

amount of timing noise is added at each repeater to that already

present in the incoming signal train.

Because this noise arises from imperfections in the system, it may

be considered to be analogous to the modulation interference noise

in amplitude systems caused by small departures from linearity in

various components. Thus, if the narrowband tank circuit could be

centered exactly on the pulse rate and kept there, and if the pulse

generating circuits were always triggered exactly at a zero crossing

of the timing wave, and if nonlinearity were not required to generate

the pulse rate, then major sources of timing noise at a regenerative

repeater would not exist.

As pointed out by W. R. Bennett and others, the principal effects

of timing noise are two: 1

(i) At any one repeater, the phase of the timing wave may be dis-

placed in an irregular way from the proper place for optimum gating

of signal pulses so that, at best, the tolerance of the system to noise

is reduced and, at worst, errors in recognition of pulses or spaces are

made.

(ii) Even if the sequence of pulses and spaces arrives at the receiver

with no errors, the decoded signal samples will be irregularly spaced,

thus introducing into the signal circuits a distortion which has the

frequency of the deviation. The seriousness of this effect depends on

its magnitude and the character of the signal. This effect is analyzed

by W. R. Bennett in Ref. 1.

A program of measurements for studying the properties of this tim-

ing noise, and how it accumulates along a chain of regenerative
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repeaters, was begun because of the difficulties which had been en-

countered in trying to calculate the noise. It was planned to isolate

the sources of timing noise and so consider each one separately and

then in combination. The work described here is not concerned with

the effects of the noise on the system.

Measurements were not made on chains of varying numbers of real

repeaters. Instead the chain is simulated by one real special repeater

and a multitrack tape recorder as indicated by Fig. 1. While the

previous repeater output is being reproduced from two tracks of the

recorder and used as input for the real repeater, the new output is

being recorded on two other tracks. One of each pair of tracks is used

for the pulse train and the other for timing information. Because no

recorder has steady enough speed, the timing wave cannot be recorded

directly. Instead, the phase deviations are detected and these are

recorded. During playback, the timing wave is reconstructed with a

phase modulator. The recording is sufficiently long so that statistical

fluctuations are well smoothed. For most of the work the pulse train

consisted of random unipolar pulses at a 1 kHz rate.

The first results obtained were on the noise caused by mistuning

of the timing tank in one repeater and then two in tandem. Study of

these results led to the development of a simple theoiy for the gen-
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Fig. 1 — Simulation of regenerative repeater chain.
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eration of the timing noise and its accumulation along a chain of

repeaters. Subsequent work demonstrated that this theory may be

used to calculate the noise satisfactorily, not only for longer chains,

but for amplitude to phase conversion sources of timing noise as well.

Very good agreement was obtained between the noise calculated from

this theory and that measured.

A brief summary of these results obtained when narrow rectangular

pulses are used follows:

The spectra of timing noise at each of the repeaters in a chain of

six, all mistuned alike, are shown in Fig. 2. This noise is designated

0,625 6.25 12.5

fc FREQUENCY IN HZ
62.5

Fig. 2— Spectra of timing noise caused by 0.1 percent mistuning of timing

tank, Q = 100. Random rectangular pulses, 10 percent duty factor. N = number
of like repeaters in chain.
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Type A; the most important characteristic of these spectra is that

there is no energy at zero frequency. Because of this, the peak of the

spectrum at the end of a chain never becomes larger than four times

the peak at the first repeater, no matter how long the chain is. The

root mean square (rms) value of the total noise increases to about

twice the amount at the first repeater as we go along a very long

chain. If, as is most likely, some of the repeaters in the chain are

mistimed in the opposite direction or to a smaller degree, the noise

at the end is smaller than that above. Thus it is seen that mistiming

of the timing tank is not a factor in the accumulation of large amounts

of timing noise in a long chain of regenerative repeaters.

The situation is different, though, if we have a pulse generator

whose trigger point is offset from a zero crossing. The timing noise in

this case is a direct consequence of the amplitude variation of the

timing wave, which variations have a spectrum with nonzero value

at zero frequency. As shown in Fig. 3, this causes the rms value of

very low frequency timing noise to increase linearly at successive re-

peaters in a chain having equally offset triggers in each. This noise

is designated type B. The total noise at the end of the chain increases

without limit as the number of repeaters increases. The total amount

varies inversely as the Q of the tank circuits.

It was demonstrated that the theory applies also when both mis-

tuning and amplitude-to-phase conversion are present simultaneously.

Spectra of timing noise caused by pulse shape alone are shown for

several particular shapes in Fig. 4. While the total noise for the wider

pulses is fairly large here, because it is spread over a wide frequency

band, the magnitude of the undesirable very low frequency com-

ponents is quite small. For example, the total noise for the asym-

metrical overlapping pulses is only one-fifth the amount per repeater

measured in the Tl system. 8 The results of this investigation in-

dicate that some form of amplitude-to-phase conversion is probably

the greatest source of very low-frequency timing noise.

The idea that, for the propagation of phase deviations, the chain

of regenerative repeaters resembles a chain of tandem low-pass re-

sistance-capacitance (RC) filters follows from considering the phase

deviation to be a modulation of a carrier wave at the pulse rate. Ex-

periments verified this idea which had been suggested earlier. 8

A brief outline of the simple theory and method of calculation

will now be given; a more detailed description will be made in Sec-

tions 2.1—2.5. Consider the spectrum of the incoming pulse train,
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0.625 1.25 2.5 6.25 12.5

FREQUENCY IN HZ
62.5

Fig. 3— Spectra of timing noise caused by timing wave amplitude variations

and trigger circuit offset from zero. Tank tuned to pulse rate. Random rectangular

pulses, 10 percent duty factor. N = number of like repeaters in chain.
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Fig. 4— Timing noise spectra caused by various pulse shapes.

which will contribute very little timing noise itself if the pulses are

narrow.* This spectrum consists of discrete components at harmonics

of the pulse rate and a broadband of a special kind of noise.1 Next

consider this broadband of noise to be divided into small evenly

spaced bands, each small band replaced by a single frequency com-

ponent having the same power as the small band. Taking these side-

frequencies in pairs about the pulse rate, we may think of the spec-

trum of the pulse train in the vicinity of the pulse rate as a carrier

wave amplitude modulated by a number of small components.

The tuned circuit by which the pulse rate fundamental is selected

from this spectrum to provide a timing wave, also admits some of the

noise side frequencies which are still symmetrical if the tuned cir-

cuit is centered exactly on the pulse rate. When this tank circuit is

* The meaning of this is brought out in Sections 4.3, 2.6.5, and 2.6.6.
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detuned from the pulse rate, the side-frequency pairs in the tank

response are no longer symmetrical about the carrier. Sometimes the

dissymmetry is described by saying that a quadrature carrier term

has been introduced. The dissymmetry in amplitude, or phase, or

both, is equivalent to phase modulation of the timing wave. This

phase modulation of the timing wave is transferred to the outgoing

pulse train in the regeneration process.

Next, assume that these asymmetrical side frequencies (which are

another description of the above phase modulation), after being at-

tenuated and phase shifted in transmission through the narrowband

tank of the second repeater, would add directly to the corresponding

ones newly generated by the detuning of the second tank. Phase

deviation calculated from this assumption agrees very closely with

that measured, not only after two repeaters, but after many have

been traversed.

If the amplitude modulation at the tank output, corresponding to

the symmetrical components, is not entirely removed by a limiter,

that remaining may cause further phase modulation. For example, if

a pulse generating circuit is supposed to trigger at a zero crossing of

the timing wave but actually triggers a few degrees away from zero,

amplitude variations of the timing wave will be converted to phase

variations. The magnitude of these phase variations and their in-

crease along a chain of repeaters may be successfully calculated us-

ing the same methods described above.

The simple theory applicable in a number of cases, and which leads

easily to the spectrum of timing noise, is inadequate for pulse shapes

other than narrow ones. Here the pulse train itself is now a source of

timing noise. For example, if the pulses have a finite width, a small

additional amount of noise (type B) can arise, although not in all

cases. The limitations of the simple theory and how it fits into a more

general theory is discussed in detail in Section 2.6.

The more general theory, described in Section 2.6, is also developed

from a frequency viewpoint and is based on analysis by S. 0. Rice to

whom I am indebted for this work. With it the amount of timing

noise in the situations of the previous paragraph were calculated. Also,

this theory was used to calculate the timing noise for raised cosine

pulses two time slots wide, hence with large enough overlapping so

that a non-linear device is required in order to derive the pulse rate

fundamental. It was found that in this case, the timing noise is Type

A (that is, it does not build up in a long chain of repeaters) with a

small qualification discussed in Section 2.6.6.
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Another source of type B noise (which builds up indefinitely) is

in any low-frequency distortion of the pulse spectrum if this is fol-

lowed by a nonlinear operation of any kind.

II. THEORY OF PHASE NOISE GENERATION AND ACCUMULATION

As mentioned in the Section I, the simple theory is described first,

with the more general one and its relation to the simple one being

discussed in Section 2.6. The principal area in which the simple theory

is satisfactory is that in which the pulses are narrow. In this case the

pulse train itself causes very little timing noise, and so other sources

may be considered separately.

2.1 Spectrum of Narrow Pulse Train

It is assumed that the message pulses are represented by a random
train of narrow, rectangular, unipolar pulses. By random pulse train

is meant one having regularly spaced pulse positions which are filled

or not at random. Although most of the work was done for an average

pulse density of one-half, the result would not be appreciably different

except in magnitude, if this parameter differed somewhat from the

value one-half.

The spectrum of this train has been calculated by W. R. Bennett.1

Part of the spectrum is a series of harmonics, the fundamental of

which is the pulse rate, and the magnitudes of which are determined

by the shape of the individual unit pulses. The spectrum of the other

part has the same shape as the envelope df- harmonics, and is con-

tinuous and therefore is a noise. Bennett points out that while this

noise is like thermal noise in some respects, that is, for example, in

the proper frequency band the two sound alike; nevertheless it has

a phase structure which thermal noise does not.

If the original pulses are rectangular of height V and duration t

and occur at regular intervals T = l/fc with a probability of 1/2,

Bennett's calculation shows that the mean square value of the funda-

menal term at / = fc is

A*/2 = (7
2
/27T

2

) sin
2
tt/T (1)

and that the mean square value (in a band B Hz wide) of the noise

part is

W(f) = B{Vl/2-.
2

){jc/f) sin
2

(W). (2)

From a somewhat different point of view, the spectrum of this
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random train of narrow pulses may be calculated by first considering

the train to consist of repeated blocks of random pulses, each block

being N pulse periods T in length. The Fourier series representation

of this train consists of harmonics of the pulse rate jc plus single

frequency "noise" components spaced fc/N apart. The harmonics

have nonzero average values. While the noise components have zero

average values, their average powers are nonzero. If N is made to

approach infinity, this spectrum approaches that calculated by Ben-

nett. The representation by finite components means, in effect, that

a band of noise fc/N Hz wide is replaced by a discrete term having

the same mean square value. If S and Ai are the rms amplitudes of

one of the noise components and the pulse rate fundamental, respec-

tively, then, as shown in (113) , Section 2.6.5,

= (f\
s'f.W?

. (3)
'

f sin (irTfe)

where fc/N has been replaced by B. This agrees with (1) and (2)

from Bennett's calculation. In the vicinity of the fundamental, we

have

S/A< « {B/j e)\

The spectrum of this representation of the pulse train is shown in

Fig. 5.

Near the pulse rate component, the noise amplitudes on both sides

of it are nearly equal because the pulses are narrow. For example,

when t/T = 0.1, values of S for components 2.5 percent above and

below fc differ by about 0.2 percent. Hence an approximate representa-

tion of this region of the spectrum is

E t
= Ai[l + 2 a* cos (2irkfet/N)] cos 2tt/ cJ (4)

where

ak = 2S/A< « 2(B//,)* (5)

which describes the input as an amplitude modulated carrier. A more

accurate representation would include a modulated quadrature term

to account for the slight dissymmetry of side frequencies.

It is the regular spacing of the random pulses which gives the

phase structure to the noise spectrum, causes zeros of the wave Ei

to appear at regular intervals T = l//c apart, and which makes pos-

sible the representation in (4)

.
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Fig. 5 — Pulse pattern and spectrum.

In the simple theory, attention is given only to that part of the

pulse spectrum in the vicinity of the pulse rate fundamental as indi-

cated by the representation (4) . The strength of the noise terms with

respect to the fundamental is obtained by the indicated statistical

averaging of the pulse train components with the result (3). The

reasons why these simplifications are satisfactory are discussed in

Section 2.6.

In the Section 2.2, the response of the tuned circuit to this re-

stricted portion of the pulse spectrum, considering the noise terms

to have fixed amplitudes, is calculated.

2.2 Response of Tuned Circuit to Narrow Pulses

In calculating the response of the tuned circuit to (4), we need

to consider only one representative modulation term of frequency

q/2-rr = kfc/N, namely

Eik = A { [1 + 2(S/A<) cos qt] cos w c t. (6)

The response to the two side frequencies S cos (wc ±q)t of this one

term is
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E , = S 1 cos (<aj + qt + 00 + S2 cos (<act - qt + 9a)

= 5, cos [(«e/ + p) + 9/ + (0! - *>)]

+ 52 cos [«CJ + *>) - g< - fo>
- ta)l, (7)

where 0] and 2 and <o are the phase shifts received by the two side fre-

quencies and the carrier respectively in going through the tuned circuit.

If the tuned circuit is resonant at we , the symmetry of the side fre-

quencies about aj e in both amplitude and phase which exists in (4) is

preserved in the response. But if it is resonant at u ,
different from co e ,

the response side frequencies are unsymmetrical as indicated in Fig. 6.

In this case, they may be resolved into a pair with even symmetry

and a pair with odd symmetry, or into a component in phase with the

carrier and another in quadrature with the carrier. That is, we get

E , = A, cos [uc t + <p + qt + <p,) + A, cos [tact + tp — qt — tp.]

+ A a cos [<a e t + <p + qt + <pa ] ~ A a cos [uj + <p — qt — <p a ]

= 2A, cos (qt + <p,) cos (u c l + <p)

- 2A a sin (qt + <pa) sin (uj + tp) (8)

where

2A. = {Si + Si + 2SyS2 cos [(tp - 2) - (0, - *>)]}*

2A a = \S\ + Si - 2Bi8» cos [(tp - 2) - (0, -*)]}' (9)

tan <p,

<Pa S2 cos ((p — 2) — Si cos (0i — <p)

Thus the resonant tank response to the amplitude modulated wave

(6) is

E = [A. 4- 2A, cos (qt + <p,)] cos (o> c t + ip)

- [2A n sin (qt + <pa)\ sin («.* + *»)• (10)

When S/Ai is small, as at present, (10) is approximately described by

E « A e[l + 2(4./A ) cos fa* + *>.)] cos [(»,* + <p)

+ 2(A a/A u) sin (tf + <pa)]. (11)

The tuned circuit to which the train of random pulses is applied

Si sin (0! — <p) + S2 sin (tp -- d2)

Si cos (0!

S2 sin (<p
-

— <p) -\- S2 cos (<p
-

-
2) - Si sin (0,

-

- B2)

-v)
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Fig. 6— Resonant circuit characteristics.

in order that the pulse rate fundamental may be selected is described

by

Let

Then

| = Y(j2*f) =

R + j[uL

ulLC = 1

u>nL/R = Q

a) = Jlco + Aw

Au/u = a:.

FOMO = I

(12)

i

.

(13)

(14)
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and

This general formula will be used in the treatment for wide pulses.

Here we will be concerned only with frequencies in the neighborhood

of f and so we set n = 1. Thus

r.OM/rowJ -
1 + x+

1

^;(1 + ,/2)

- (16)

When Aco/a> = x is small, a satisfactory approximation to the trans-

mission Yx(j2irf)R is

Y^w « r+M^M ' (17)

The phase of Yi is 0, where tan 6 = —2Qa<d/cd . Let

z = 5/w
,

xQ
= q/u„ ,

lg
s

3»1 ^ 3-o ~T" •J'a i ^2 =
-^o 2-01

where 8 is the amount of tank circuit detuning from the carrier and

q is the modulation frequency. It is convenient also to write

St/S -
|
Y[j2ir1 (l + x + xQ)} | R - yx - cos 0,

(ig)

iSa/iS =
|
y[j2ir/.(l + a: - rc )] I

72 = ?/2 = cos 2 .

The amounts of amplitude and phase modulation in the tank

circuit response (11) can now be given explicitly. Writing

*

-

mm
then substituting (5) for the first ratio on the right, and the upper

of (9) for the third ratio, and noticing that

AJAi =
|
Y\j2*f.(l + *.)] I

R,

we have

2A./A = (B/U)\l + tan
2
*)*

• [y\ + yi+ 2Vly2 cos [(«> - e 2) - (e l
- *)]}* (20)

Similarly,

2A a/A m (S/A t)(A t/A.)(k2A./S) = (B//.)*(l + tan
8
*)

J

•{yi + yl - 2yiV> cos [<& - e 2) - (0, - *>)]}*. (21)
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When the amount of detuning is small (0.1 percent detuning with

Q = 100 makes tan <p = 0.2) , the expression inside the large radicals

of (20) and (21) may be simplified so that

OA I A %£/fl (22)UJ*.~
{1 + (2gQM'f

(22)

2A a/A ~ [ + <%#/»?
'

(d)

and also <p, ftJ 0.

The two expressions in (22) and (23) describe the amplitudes of

the amplitude and phase modulation in (11) which are the responses

of the resonant tank circuit to an amplitude modulated wave rep-

resenting part of the incoming pulse train. Before discussing the

meaning of these results for the generation of phase modulation or

how it accumulates in a chain of repeaters, we will calculate the

amount of phase deviation generated by another possible source

within the repeater.

2.3 Amplitude to Phase Conversion Factor of Offset Trigger

In an ideal repeater, a perfect limiter following the resonant tank

circuit would remove all the amplitude modulation from the derived

timing wave (11) which would then, at one of its zero crossings,

trigger a pulse generator as a part of the retiming process. But in

a real repeater, the limiting would not be perfect so that some ampli-

tude modulation remains on the timing wave; also the trigger point

may have drifted away from the zero crossing. This is one way in

which amplitude variations of the timing wave are converted to

phase variations in a regenerative repeater. The diagram of Fig. 7

illustrates the conversion.

Referring to Fig. 7, where the triggering level has been offset by

the bias b or by the angle y which are related by

sin y = b/A
, (24)

it is seen that the change, Ay, in triggering angle for a change, A.A,

in amplitude is

A7 = - t&ny (AA/A„). (25)

The amplitude variation in (11) at the tank circuit output is

reduced by a factor Kt in the limiter which follows, so that the input
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Fig. 7— Amplitude-to-phase conversion in trigger with offset bias.

for the pulse generator is

A [i + KL(2A,/A ) cos (qt + *>.)] cos [(««< + *»)

+ (2A a/A ) sin (qt + *>„)]. (26)

Hence the, phase variation introduced by the offset trigger, using

KL2A8/A from (22) for &A/A , is

-2(B/jc)
hKL tan 7o

A^=
[1 + (2^0-]* «"fe+'« (27)

2.4 Application of These Results to Timing Noise

The phase1 variations (referred to the carrier fundamental) of the

pulse generator driven by (26) are then given by the sum of Ay from

(27) and 2 (Aa/A ) sin (qt + <pa) from (23), that is,

*P\

8(B/fc)
h(8Q/o>o)(qQM :

1 + (2qQ/co )''
sin (qt + <pa)

-
T+(2^X7f ^ (qt+v -) (radians)

-

(28)

From the magnitudes of the two components of (28), the spectra of

timing noise caused by tank circuit mistuning and by amplitude to
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phase conversion are determined. These are plotted in Fig. 8 with

KL tan y = 1. The phases
<fa and <p 3 are plotted in Fig. 9. The first

term in (28) specifies the spectrum if mistuning alone is present;

the second term applies if mistuning is zero and there is amplitude

to phase conversion. It is seen that the spectra in these cases are

quite different at veiy low frequencies near q = 0. The phase modula-

tion for mistiming alone is zero at zero frequency and has a maximum

at

max (2A./A.) = 2(£//e )
J (aQ/u„)

2qQ/co = 1,

(29)

(30)

while that for amplitude to phase conversion alone has a maximum
value of 2(B/fc )

ViKL tan y at zero frequency. This difference be-

tween the two spectra at low frequencies has a very important effect

on the accumulation of timing noise in chains of repeaters, as will

be seen in Section 2.5. Second, we see that the first component depends

directly on the amount of detuning, 8, and is zero for zero detuning.

See Section 4.1. This emphasizes what Bennett has said about the

difference between the noise spectra of random pulses and thermal

noise. 1 In the latter case, phase noise would not be zero for zero

detuning.

The good agreement between phase deviations calculated in this

o.oi

O.IO

CD

o
<

<

0.05

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.2 0.4 0.6

QX=fs Q/fc

Fig. 8— Amplitude spectra of symmetrical (A./A) and antisymmetrical
(Aa/A) side frequencies caused by tank mistuning (calculated).
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-200
0.2 0.4 0.6

QX = fs Q/fc

Fig. 9— Phnse spectra of symmetrical ($.) and antisymmetrical (<3>«) side

frequencies caused by tank mistuning (calculated).

way, and measured values, has already been mentioned in the intro-

duction and is shown in the curves of Fig. 2 and 3.

In one sense both of these effects are amplitude-to-phase conversion

with the amplitude modulated carrier representation of part of the

pulse train, as in (4), being the original amplitude variation. From

this viewpoint, in both (23) and (27)

,

2(#//c)
i

is the applied amplitude variation ; the factor

[1 + (2gQ/Wo)

2

]

i

is the attenuation of the tuned circuit; while

—KL tan 7,,

is the amplitude-to-phase conversion factor in (27) , and

4(aQA0(sQA0
[1 + (2qQ/o, oy)*

is the corresponding conversion factor for mistuning from (23).

When both tank mistuning and trigger offset are present in the

timing wave path, their combined effect may be calculated by adding
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the two as suggested in (28) . The correctness of this has been verified

by experiment as seen in Fig. 10 where both measured data and

values calculated according to (28) are plotted. This result emphasizes

again that both of these phase modulation effects have a common

source in the special noise side frequencies about the pulse rate in

the spectral representation of the random pulse train.

2.5 Accumulation of Phase Modulation in a Chain of Repeaters

Next consider how phase modulation accumulates in a chain of

repeaters when the same amount and kind of phase modulation is

generated at each repeater of the chain.

Assume that phase modulation generated in the derived timing

wave at repeater 1 is

<p! = <£, sin (qt + <pa) (31)

and that this is passed along unchanged by the regenerator. Then

at the input to repeater 2, this is equivalent to the presence of a pair

0.4

0.3 5 -

0.3

0.2 5

Z 0.2

0.15

0.05

0.625 6.25 12.5

FREQUENCY IN HZ
62.5

Fig. 10 — Spectrum of timing noise caused by tank detuning and trigger offset.
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of antisymmetrical side frequencies

SJA = ±(*i/2) cos (act + <p ±qt ±<pa) (32)

about the carrier. The transmission of these side frequencies through

the tuned circuit of repeater 2 is governed by expressions (11), (20),

and (22) , developed above for the transmission of amplitude modula-

tion. In using these in the present circumstance, the amplitude $i/2

in (32) takes the place of S/At in (20). The response of the tank

circuit of repeater 2 to these side frequencies is then approximately

±TTT ,Q n/ X
2,i cos (u c t + <p ± qt ± <pa ± <p.) (33)

[1 + (2qQ/u ) \

3

if it is assumed that the pulse amplitude, and hence that of the

carrier, are the same at repeater 2 as at repeater 1. This expression

is independent of mistuning when the degree of mistuning is small,

as we have assumed. In addition to this response we have the pair

of antisymmetrical side frequencies, as expressed by (32), but now

generated at repeater 2, namely

± ($,/2) cos (<a et + <p =fc qt ± <pa). (34)

Thus at the output of the tank circuit of repeater 2, the antisym-

metrical side frequencies are represented by the sum of these two,

that is (34) and (33) or,

±($,/2) ,

J
cos (<a e t + <p ± qt ± <pa)

+ [i + (2^/«0
a
]*

cosW + * * Qt ± «' ± ^}

'

Therefore the total modulation $•> at the output of repeater 2 is

seen to be

$2 = |
$ x + $, (cos 0) exp (jO)

|

(35)

where cos 6 has been substituted for

1

[1 + (2gQ/«„)T

according to (19), and <ps has been replaced by its approximation 6.

Carrying through the same process for repeater 3, we find the phase

modulation at repeater 3 output to be

$3
= $, I 1 + (cos 6) exp (jd) + (cos 6)

2
exp (j20) \. (36)
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These show that, while the actual combining process at each repeater

involves the direct addition of side frequencies, we can drop the carrier

reference and consider the generation and propagation of modulation

alone. And the $1 generated at each repeater need not be only the

component (23), but may be the more general one (28) in which

mistuning and amplitude to phase conversion effects are combined.

The process begun in (36) may be generalized to give the amount

of phase noise at the Nth repeater in a chain of AMike repeaters.

This is

** = $i
I

(Y)„
|
= *, E(W = $,

1 - (Y
xRf

1 - Y,R
(37)

where Y^R has been written for (16). The approximation (17) to

YXR and the relation (19) are used so that

YxR «
1 + h^Q

= (cos 6) exp (JO), (38)

where x Q
= q/w as defined in (18). In (37), (Y) N is not an admittance

as Yt is, but is a transfer function. By direct expansion of (Y) N , using

(38),

, vx ,2
1 + (cos fl)

2V - 2(cos 0)'
v
cos N6

,„Q.

l(F)v
I ~

~~
sin

2
e

"

( }

(y) Ar may be considered a sort of phase deviation transfer function

for a chain of N repeaters when $2 is the phase deviation generated

in each repeater. |(Y)#
|

is plotted for N = 4, 30, 100 in Figs. 11,

12, and 13.

Since $x and (Y) N are functions of the phase deviation frequency

q, |
*Ar

|
will describe the spectrum of accumulated phase noise. Con-

sider first the case of tank circuit mistuning alone. From (23) , we have

4t O
*> = K * 1 im n^ = 2K i sin e cos e (radians) (40)

where

K y
= 2(B// f)»(aQ/«.). (41)

Then for mistuning,

| 3>„
|

2 = AK\ cos
2

6[1 + (cos 6)
2N - 2 (cos 6)

N
cos N6\. (42)

This is a rather unwieldy expression when N is large, but it may be
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s?2

0.0001 0.001 0.01

QX= fs Q/fc

Fig. 11 — Effective transfer characteristic of four tandem timing tank circuits

to modulation on pulse train.

approximated for the purpose of finding its maximum value by

|
9M |« 4£i (cos d)

n+N/2)
sin (N9/2) (43)

since 6 is small for large iV at the maximum of
| $y |. The expression

in (43) is maximum with respect to 6 when

tan 6m tan (N6J2) = N/(N + 2). (44)

A list of maximum values for &N are given in Table I

:

These are plotted in Fig. 14 along with four of the full calculated

0.0001 0.001 )l 0.1

QX=fs Q/fc

Fig. 12— Effective transfer characteristic of thirty tandem timing tank circuits

to modulation on pulse train.
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60

40

20

\ , MAX

\|(Y,oo)|

—

\2Aa/A _

0.0001 0.001 0.0 0.1

QX = fs Q/fc

Fig. 13 — Effective transfer characteristic of one hundred tandem timing tank

circuits to modulation on pulse train.

spectrum curves of Fig. 2. It is seen from (43) that 4/d is the largest

value <E>at can have.

The spectrum of *i is plotted along with the (Y) N function in Figs.

11, 12, and 13 to suggest why the peak values of <!># do not increase

indefinitely with N.

To get the total mean square "power" of *y, |
*.v

|

2 in (42) is

integrated with respect to x from x = to oo or, with respect to 6,

from 6 to —ir/2. Since the expression for *# in (42) gives the peak

value, we have for the total mean square power PN ,

PN =
\ [ [*M? df, (45)

where a value of 1 Hz is used for the bandwidth B'mK\. Evaluation

Table I

—

Maximum Values for $,„

N On, QXm •i>„

1 tt/4 0.5 K t
exact

4 0.49 0.267 2.384 A', exact

4 0.463 0.249 2.290 Kt approximate

10 0.2525 0.1290 3.14 Ki approximate

30 0.0997 0.049 3.68 Ki approximate

50 0.0603 0.0392 3.80 Kx approximate

100 0.0308 0.0154 3.90 A', approximate
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0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6

QX = fS Q/fC
4 6 8 10

Fig. 14— Calculated spectra of timing noise caused by tank circuit detuning,

of this integral gives

P„ = 2^!{l-Jr
I
+

i^$ff Mia„S)' (46)

ignoring the small difference between co and w c . For N = 1, we have

P, = xQ*Y«2 (47)

and for N ^ 4, PN is approximated very closely by

Pjr
„a.<,Jj{i--L +

5
l
?}.

(48)

Twice the quantity in the braces is plotted in Fig. 15, where exact

values from (46) are used through N = 4.
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The expression in (47) for Px was derived in a different way by

W. R. Bennett.1 The expression (46) for Px has been derived inde-

pendently and differently by S. 0. Rice.

When there is no tank circuit mistuning and amplitude to phase

conversion is the only source of phase deviation, that generated at

each repeater is given by (27) , that is,

$, = 2(B/U)*Ki tan yB

[1 + (2?Q/co„)
2
]*

= 2K„ cos (radians). (49)

In this case

|2 , r̂ 2 cos' 9 , .

[(cos ef + (cos ey
N - 2 cos no]. (50)

When (cos 6)
x > 0.8, that is for 6, and hence q, sufficiently small, the

sum of the first two terms within the bracket is very close to 2. For

this condition, <$>N may be approximated by

<t>, 4KD(cos 6)
ll+„/2) sm(N6/2)

sin B

W 2tf iV[cos (A^^/2)](cos eY
1+N/2)

, (51)

which shows that the phase deviation very near zero frequency

increases directly with the number N of repeaters in the chain. This

is in contrast with the similar result (43) for mistuning where the

largest value of
|
&N |

is only four times that of
|

<i>i |. (Y)N is the same

for both. The difference arises because of the difference in spectrum

shape of the generated phase deviation in the two cases. In mistun-

ing,
| $i |

is zero at zero frequency, while in amplitude to phase

conversion effects, l*i I is flat and nonzero for very low frequencies.

3

2 ^**

10 20

N
40 60 80 100 200

Fig. 15— Calculated total timing noise caused by tank circuit mistuning as a
function of the number iV of like repeaters in a chain.
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To find the total mean square "power" of $N , the integral (45)

is calculated, using (50) this time instead of (42) . The value of this

integral is given in a paper by Byrne, Karafin, and Robinson. 8 It is

which shows that the total phase noise power increases directly with

the number N of repeaters in a chain and varies inversely with the Q
of the tank circuits.

In Ref. 8, the result (52) and the spectrum (50), or something

closely related to it, were derived by assuming that at each repeater

there was a noise source (nature and magnitude unknown) with a flat

spectrum and "power" density 2KI . The process followed is similar

to work first done by R. C. Chapman of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Also in the paper of Ref. 8, the results of measurements of accumulated

timing noise in an experimental Tl system are given and the spectra

of these are like those of Fig. 3.

2.6 Spectrum and Phase Noise of Wide Pulses

In most practical systems it is not desirable for the transmitted

pulses arriving at the timing circuit input to have the narrow shape

considered in the previous section of the paper. It is to be expected

from the above discussions of the effects of dissymmetry between

upper and lower side frequencies, that wider pulses having spectra

with these characteristics would introduce phase noise in the derived

timing wave even when there is no mistuning or amplitude to phase

conversion. But the calculation of dissymmetry needs to be more

elaborate for the wider pulses; the simple calculation used above is

inadequate.

A more generally applicable theory is available from analysis

by S. 0. Rice who worked it out originally for pulses wide enough

to spread over two time slots. How the simple theory is related to

the more general one to be described in Section 2.61 will be discussed

in Section 2.66. An outline of Rices' analysis follows. It is assumed

that neither mistuning nor amplitude to phase conversion is present

so that the phase noise calculated is caused by the pulse train alone.

2.6.1 Fourier Series for Pulse Train

The general theory is based on a frequency analysis also and so

the pulse spectrum is calculated first. We consider the train to consist
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of repeated blocks of JV pulse periods each, with each of the N pulse

periods having a pulse or not at random. The train has a period NT
and may be described by the Fourier series

lit) - Z Cm wp{f2irmt/NT). (53)
m = — co

If the parameter N is made to approach infinity, a random pulse

train will be obtained. But a good approximation results if N is just

large, say 100.

In order to consider pulses which may be as much as two pulse

periods wide so that there is considerable overlapping of adjacent

pulses, four auxiliary functions are necessary to specify the current

I(t) in any one pulse period of duration T. These functions correspond

to the four possibilities of (i) no pulse present, (ii) only the leading

edge of a pulse present, (Hi) only the trailing edge of a pulse present,

and (iv) overlapping pulses present.

This is illustrated in Fig. 16 which is a short section in time of a

random train of raised cosine pulses exactly two pulse periods wide.

The four possibilities mentioned above occur in that order in periods

3, 1, 2, 5 of Fig. 16. For a random train of pulses all these possibilities

eventually occur in any one time slot as suggested in the composite

drawing of Fig. 17a. In this a number of sections in time of Fig. 16

have been overlapped as they would be in an oscilloscope presenta-

tion. In Fig. 17a, the four possibilities in the order given above are

AC, AD, BC, BD. Another illustration is the same wave after passing

through a half-wave rectifier which begins conduction at the half

amplitude level as shown in Fig. 17b. Figures 18a and b are photo-

graphs of oscilloscope patterns of real pulse trains which approximate

the idealized ones of Figs. 17a and b.

Then I{t) may be represented by a sequence of functions /„(£),

each of which is specified by the auxiliary functions F2 (t') , F^(t'),

FA {t') and the parameter a„ as follows

an = 1, a„_, = 1, /„(/) = FS')

a n
= 1, a„_, = 0, /„(/) = F2 (t')

an = 0, a,-, = 1, hit) = FS')

an = 0, a„_, = 0, 7,(0 = 0,

in the time slot interval

(n - \)T - vT ^ t ^ nT - vT

(54)
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Fig. 16— Short, time section of a random train of raised cosine pulses, each
two time slots wide.

and is zero outside this interval. In this representation, a„ = 1 if a

pulse begins in the interval under consideration and a,, = if a pulse

does not begin in it. The time scale tf used for describing the pulse

train is related to the time scale t of the Fourier series by

f = t - (n - i)T + vT. (55)

The time shift (n — 1)T brings the pulse forms in the nth time slot

back to the first one for description by the auxiliary F functions. The

(a)

A
k T—
ONE TIME SLOT

C
TIME,t

(b)

RCt'J

(c) °

F2 (t')

R, (t'J

F3 CtO

Fig. 17— Idealized pulse waveforms: (a) Overlapping raised cosine; (b)

wave in (a) applied to half-wave rectifier; (c) functions used in calculation.
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Fig. 18— Photographs of random pulse oscilloscope traces: (a) Raised cosine

pulses, two time slots wide at the base; (b) bottom half of (a) obtained with

half-wave rectifier; (c) raised cosine pulses, one time slot wide at the base.
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shift vT will be convenient later when it will be desirable to have

the occurrence of pulses adjustable with respect to the zeros of the

sinusoids in the Fourier series (53). To make I{t) a random pulse

train, we let Oi, a2 , . . . , a„ . . . be independent random variables with

probability of an = 1 being p and probability of a„ = being q =
1-p.
The representation just described was designed with the situation

of Fig. 17 in mind; but it is valid for other pulse shapes including

those which occupy just one time slot or less. The transformation of

time scales is illustrated for rectangular pulses in Fig. 19.

The specifications (54) may be expressed by

1^
KO

° T/2 T

l(t+vT)

3T

t-t-vT

o / \ T 2T 3T 4T

I
(
(t + vT)

J L
t + vT

2T

I 3 (L+vT)

?T

3T 4T

t + vT
J L

5T

5T

5T

5T

6T

6T

6T

6T

Ia(t+vT)
J L

2T

Ie(ttvT)
J L

t + vT

t+vT
J L

2T 3T 4T

t'=t-(n-i)T + vT

5T

T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T

In CO
i i

t'

1 1 1

6T

Fig. 19— Representation of pulse train for Fourier analysis.
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/„(/) = a„(l - an. 1)F2(t') + an_,(l - an)F3 (t') + anan^F4 (t')

= anF2 (t') + On-iF3(t') + OA-t[ft(lO -W - ft(*')] (56)

and 7(0 is the sum of N separate I„ (t) .

2.6.2 Fourier Coefficients

The Fourier coefficients Cm in (53) are then

Cm =
Wrf " exp (-i2*mt/NTW) dt

= 4* Z exp [-;2irm(n - 1 - *)/#] f exp {-farm?/NT)
Nl n-i •'0

7n [(n - 1 - f)T + /'] d*' (57)

where the integral from —vT to AT - vT has been written in the

second form as a sum of N integrals, each over an interval T and then

the transformation t = (n — 1 - v)T + f applied to each integral. Let

pm = % [

T

exp (-j2wml'/NT)F2(n dt' (58)
1 Jo

7m = ^ f exp (-j2irmt'/NT)F,(t') dt' (59)
i Jo

8m = r
7j? [

T

exp (-j27rm/yATT)[F,(/') - F2 (/') - F,(f)] dt (60)
I Jo

2: = exp (— j2vm/N), r„ = exp (j2m>m/N)

.

(61)

Then

Cm = jjit z'-\a n (im + «„_ l7m + ana n - x
Sm), (62)

and the average value of Cm is

Since

(CJB - ^ £ ^"""(p/3m + P7, + P
2 O. (63)

^ 2
"-' =0 m^ IN

= N 7/i = IN,
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where I is an integer, we have

(Cm)av = p(0m + 7m + V 8m), w = 0, ±N, ±2N, • • •
,

(Cm>av = 0, otherwise. (64)

The Fourier components for m = ±N are those at the fundamental

frequency of the pulse rate, l/T. The average values of the "noise"

components are all zero but the second order averages are not zero.

Rices' calculation of these follows.

From the expressions for Cm and (Cm )av in (62) and (63) , it follows

that

(cm - <c.U(Ci - (c,)„)

= N- 2 Z E^'f^'lK - P)0m + (an -! - p)ym + (anan^ - p
2

) Sm ]

n=l A-=l

'[(a* — p)0i + («*-i — phi + (a*at-i — p
2
) 8,] (65)

where £ = exp(—j2irl/N). Expanding the last product and using the

independence of the a.„'s (except for a = ax ) shows that the ensemble

average of (65) depends upon the averages

((«» - P)
2

)*v = p - p
2 = pq

((a» - p)(ana,- - p
2

))av = p
2 - p

3 = p
2

q, j ^ n

({anan. x
- pY)av = p

2 -p 4

((ana,-
- p

2
)(ana; - p

2

))av = p
3 - p

i = p*q,

j ?± n, jV n, i 9^ j. (66)

For n fixed, the only values of k which lead to nonzero averages

are k = n and k = n ± 1 with the understanding that for n = 1 the

values k = 0, 1, 2 mean k = N, 1, 2, and for n = N the values

k = N — 1,N, N + 1 mean k = N — 1, JV, 1. When k = n the average

value of the summand in (65) is

2
n" 1

f""
l

b(Z/3m/3 J + pqymy, + (p
2 - p

4

) 8m 8,

+ p
2

q(0m 8, + 7. 8, + Mi + *-7i)]. (67)

For k = n + 1 it is

*
n~ 1

t
n
\PQ0n>yi + P

2

q(0m 8i + 8m7l ) + p*q8M, (68)

and for k = n — 1,

2
n_1
r"

2

[p57m/3, + p
2

?(7w , + 8J3») + p
3

q8M- (69)
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Some experimentation shows that the sum of (67), (68), and (69)

can be written as

W~ l

[M[Pmy + y^y' 1 + vUu + y~ 1

)}

{fry-
1

4- y ty + pB.iy-' + y)) + pVMi], (70)

where

y . r» = exp (-jVl/tf). (71)

The sum of (3C)"
-1

,
taken from n = 1 to N, is unless g£ = 1,

that is, unless M + I = 0, ±N, ±2N, .... In this case

N~ 2 £ fa)""
1 = Ar". f = *

-1
= exP (+j2irm/JV),

n-l

y = exp (-jirl/N) = exp [—;jr(Z + m)/N] exp (+jrm/N)

m (.!)«-»/* «qp(ir»/iV), (72)

and (70) can be written as

[pg(-l)
cl+")/Jr

fi«Si + pVWi] (73)

where

7TW
Sm = m exp (jirm/W) + 7m exp (-jrm/N) + 2p 5m cos -^-

, (74)

and Si is defined similarly with / in place of m, and 8„, is the function

denned in (60)

.

Collecting results shows that averaging (65) over the ensemble

gives

(iCm - <a.U(Ci - <CiU>

[Vq{-\y
m * l)/sSmS l + pY 8m S,]/N,

m +1 = 0, ±N, ±2.V, • • • (75)

0, otherwise

Replacing C, - (C,)av , f, ft ,71 , ^1 > 2/ by their complex conjugates

in expressions (65) to (71), and noting that the sum of (zt*)"~
l

is zero

unless zf* = 1, that is, unless m — I = 0, ±N, ±2N, • •
, carries

(75) into
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<(cm - (cm>av)(c z
- <c,w>

'\pq(-iy
m- l)/NSmSf + p

2

q
2

5m «f]/JV t

m - I = 0, ±iV, ±2iV, •••
. (76)

[0, otherwise

In terms of the functions Fj(t) we have

bm = Y f exp (-j2irmt/NT)[Ft - Fa - Fa] dt

Sm = r

f f exp (-j2^mt/NT)\[2pF4 + (q - p)Fa + (g - p)FJ

•cos^+i^-i^smf^. (77)

The mean square value of the noise component of frequency m/NT is

*l = 4<CmC*)av ,
(78)

considering a positive frequency only spectrum. Thus from (76) , we get

al = 4pq[SmSZ + pq 8m 8*] jj- (79)

2.6.3 Phase Modulation of Tuned Circuit Response

To calculate the phase modulation on the recovered fundamental,

we first obtain the response of the tank circuit to the train of rectified

pulses, I(t). This response is the approximate sine wave at the pulse

rate frequency.

The response I (t) is described by

Ut) - RM cos [2*f.t + <p(t)] (80)

where the envelope R (t) and the phase angle <p(t) are slowly fluctuat-

ing functions whose rate of change is proportional to the bandwidth

of the tank circuit. Considering now, only those components of I{t)

in the vicinity of the pulse rate 1/T, we have

I (t) = 2Re 2 YmCm exp {fami/NT). (81)

Writing Cm = (C„ - <Cro>av) + (Cm)av and noting that (C*)av is the

only nonzero value of (Cm)aT in the summation, (81) may be rear-

ranged* to be

* Yh as used here is Ym for m = N and is not the (Y)N of Section 25.
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7.(0 = 2Re| F,v<CA.)av exp (j2irt/T)

+ E Ym(Cm - <Cm)aT) exp (J2irmt/T)\

= 2ReFJV(CAr)av exp (j2wt/T)

x + J-
^gg ~ «?>.») exp [forQn - jQjggll (g2)

The summation part of this is small, partly because am/aN is small

and partly because of the attenuation of the tank circuit Ym except

for frequencies near the pulse rate 1/T. Thus if the part within the

brackets is represented by 1 + A + jB,
\
A + jB

|
is small compared

with unity and so

1 + A + jB & exp [A + jB] (83)

and

/.(0 M 2Rer„<CAr>llT exp \j(2*t/T) + A + jB]

ft* 2
|
YN(CN)av exp (A)

|
cos [2irt/T) + 5 + arg (IV<Cjr>«)]. (84)

This is the approximate sine wave at the pulse rate frequency which

has been recovered from the pulse train by means of the narrowband
tank circuit. Its phase modulation is

rf) = arg (YN(C„)„) + 5

= arg (YN(CN)„) + Im £ bm exp \j2ir(m - N)t/NT] (85)
mWJV

where

bm = Ym(Cm - (CUAWU. (86)

The Fourier component of 9? (£) at frequency k/NT is determined

by the two side frequencies mfc/N = (N + k) /NT and mfc/N =
(JV — k)/NT about the pulse rate as was found in the earlier analysis.

To calculate this, we use the two terms for which m = N ±k in the

above sum. That is

<pk = Im [bN+k exp (j2wkt/NT) + 6,v- t exp {-j2irkt/NT)]

= Im [(6,v+ * - b%. k) exp (J2irkt/NT)]. (87)

The time average of the "phase power" in this component is

(*»*>.ti h I
bN+k - b$-k |

2
radians

2

(88)
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which can be written

(4v< = K&+W - M- - 6*6? + 6*.6_] (89)

where the subscripts + and — denote N ±k.

The ensemble average of the expression (89) may be computed

with the help of the second order moments of the Cm 's given by (75)

and (76) . For example

<6 + 6*>BV - r+ r*(cjV+i - <cwu(cw - <cv«U*>/l TjfSM)Jf

= Y+ Y*(pqS+S* + pV 8 + «*)/| YN(CN)„ |

2 N

= [pqU+ U* + p
2

q
2 V+V*]/N (90)

where

U+ = (Y+/YN)(S+ /(CN) av) V + = (Y+/YN)(8 + /(C„)KV) (91)

and the subscripts + and — are used to indicate m± = N ± k. Also

m - I = (JV + k) - (N + k) = so that the (-1) to the power

(m — l)/N appearing in (26) is +1. Similarly, in the calculation of

<6+6_), m + I = (N + k) + (N - k) = 2N and the (-1) to the power

(m + Z)/iV appearing in (75) is again +1, and so on.

After the ensemble average of (90) has been calculated, taking each of

the four parts of (90) in turn, the terms may be combined to give one of

the results we have been seeking:

<Av -
|f { I

U+ - U*
|

2 + pq |
V+ - V*

|

2

}
radians

2
. (92)

Since the Fourier components are fe/N apart, this expression for <p\ is

equivalent to the "phase power" in a band f c/N wide. The averaging has

been done over both time and the ensemble.

2.6.4. Effect of Sampling and oj High Frequencies in the Response

Next we consider a generalization of the expression (92) as derived

above for the phase modulation on the fundamental pulse rate ob-

tained by passing the random pulse train through a tuned circuit.

In deriving the result (92) for the phase modulation of the timing

wave obtained from the tuned circuit response, only that part of the

pulse train spectrum in the vicinity of the pulse rate was considered.

While the major part of the tuned circuit response lies in the fre-

quency region near the pulse rate 1/T, as assumed in the calculation

beginning with (81) and ending with (92), the way in which this
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response is used in a regenerative repeater (or is measured in a phase

detector) gives some importance to the part of the response neglected

in (81).

In a regenerative repeater, retiming of the message pulses is done

by very sharp pulses which are generated at each positive (or nega-

tive) going zero crossing of the timing wave. In the phase detector

used in the experiments described here, the deviations of the zero

crossings from their ideal periodic nature are measured and used as

a sequence of numbers or held and smoothed by low pass filter to

approximate the phase deviation function <p(t). Thus in both these

processes, it is the samples of the derived timing wave which are

used. When the deviations are not too large, the magnitudes of the

zero crossing deviations are equivalent to the magnitudes of samples

of the phase deviation wave <p{t), taken at the pulse rate. Since the

high frequency part of the tuned circuit response which was neglected

in (81) lies above one-half the sampling rate, the process described

above as equivalent to sampling, may convert some of this high

frequency part into very low frequency energy in the final timing

noise result. In particular, if the high frequency part of the pulse

spectrum has energy at or very near the harmonics of the pulse rate,

this will be converted to zero or very low frequency energy in the

phase noise spectrum. The analysis by S. 0. Rice deals with this

situation also.

First the expression (81) for I (t) must be enlarged to include a

dc term and all values of m from 1 to oo. This may be rewritten in

the following form which corresponds to (83) . We have

I (t) = 2 Re YHCN exp (j2irt/T)U. + \d exp {-jfact/T)

+ Z di exp [j2*(l - \)t/T] + \bn exp (-jtort/T)

+ f) bm exp [j2T(m - N)t/NT]\ (93)
m = l J

where I is an integer,

di = Yxl(C^ t ) av/YN(CN) av

and the coefficient b,„ is defined as in (86). This expression is the

complete response of the tuned circuit to the random train of pulses.

Again assuming that the term within the square brackets in (93)
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always remains near 1,

tp(t) tt arg YN(CN)RV

+ Im |r exp (-J2wt/T) + g d t exp \j2v(l - l)t/T]J

+ Im Ub exp {-J2irt/T) + f] b m exp [j2ir(«i - A0*/iVT]j- (94)

This is an improved version of (85). The first line on the right is

approximately the ensemble average (<p(t))ay . It consists of a dc

term and harmonics of the pulse repetition frequency l/T. While it

may appear that the assumption about the bracketed part of (94)

being small is unjustified because this represents the adding of har-

monics to yield the pulse wave form, this is not the case since all the

harmonics included are reduced at least by Q. Furthermore, since

the sampling operation occurs near the zeros of the response, where

the harmonics are zero or very small, an additional reduction of

magnitude is involved. The noise portion of the power spectrum of

<p(t) arises from the second line, which may be written as

»;Im; $b exp (-J2wt/T) + £ &-v + * exp (J2irkt/TN) • (95)
L *-l— AT J

The sampling operation mentioned above, which is performed on

the phase function <p(t) in both the phase detector used in the experi-

ments reported and in regenerative PCM repeaters, generates a new

phase function 6{t) . This is

CO 00

0{t) tt <p(t)T £ Kt - nT) = <p(t) Z) exp (j2irnt/T) (96)
n=— oo n- — oo

where $(t) denotes the unit impulse function. For some frequencies in

ip(t), the extraneous modulation products introduced by the impulses

may be negligible. However, for the higher frequencies and for a single

tuned circuit with slowly decreasing Y(icS), some of the products may
become appreciable and should be taken into account. The sampling

times in (96) were arbitrarily set at t = 0, T, 2T • • • for convenience in

the analysis to follow. These can be varied to occur at or near the zeros

of the response wave I (t) by shifting the time scale of the description

of the pulse train using the parameter v as indicated by (54) and related

equations as illustrated in Fig. 19. Forming the ensemble average
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(0(0)., , subtracting it from 0(0, and noticing that the sums in the

expression (96) for 0(0 are real, leads to

0(0 - (0(O)av = Im Ub n £ exp {fZimt/T)
\ n--oo

+ E Z bN+k exptiMk+nN)t/NT\}- (97)
n oo k-l-N I

The component of 0(0 of frequency l/NT for 1 ^ I £ iV — 1, that is,

for frequencies which lie between and /„ , is the sum of terms having

exponential factors exp (±j2ttU/NT). For k + nN = -{-I, the values

of k and n are

k= -N + l
t

k = I, k = N+l, k = 2N -\- I, •••
,

n = 1, n = 0, n = — 1, n = — 2, •••
,

and for k + nN = — I they are

k = -I, k = N - 1, k = 2N - I, ••
,

n = 0, n = —1, n = —2, •••
,

Therefore the component of 0(0 of frequency l/NT is

Im [(6, + 6„ +I + &2. + I
4- • • •) exp (J2*lt/NT)

+ (bN-, + 62„-< + 63*-, + • • •) exp (-j2ttI/NT]

= Im [{(ft, + 6„ +I + b2N+l +•••)- Q>n-i + &aw-« + • • ')*}

exp(j2Tlt/NT). (98)

When bN+ i
and 6 iV -i are the dominant terms in (98), comparison

with expression (87) (with k = I) shows that the component of 0(0

of frequency l/NT is nearly equal to the corresponding component in

ip(t). By means of the procedure used earlier in (91) the average

power in the component of 0(0 of frequency k/NT is obtained where

we have returned to k from the I in (98). First, the time average of

the power in the component is

&
I »-o »-i I

(99)

^ L n-0 n=l JLn = n-1 J

where < k < n. To average (99) over the ensemble we make use
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of (75) and (76) slightly rewritten by substituting expi—j-rrm/N) for

( - 1

)

m/N and including it with Sm . Thus

<(Cm - <Cm) flV)(C, - <C r )nv)>

- 2S [Sm exp (-j*m/N)][Si exp (-jrl/JV)] +^ *„ 5,N

m + I = 0, ±iV, ±2tf,

((Cm - (Cm )av)(C,
- <<7,)av)*>av

(100)

= ^ [5. exp (-jwm/N)][Si exp (-jwl/N)]* + ^f 5m 5?

to - Z = 0, ±JV, ±2N, (101)

The averages are equal to zero unless m and I satisfy the respective

conditions.

A typical term encountered in the averaging of (99) is

(bnN+k bt. lX+k)av = (bm b<D„

where m = nN + k, I = n'N + k, and m — I = (n — n')N. From (101)

_ pq
2 2

p q
(bM)„ = f [tf« exp (- jrm/JV)][tf, exp (-jrl/N)]* + ^JL Fmy*

,

m — I = (n — n')N

.

In this U and 7 are generalized from the definitions of (91), so

that for example

un„+k = (102)
(Cy)„ YN

Considering all four forms of (b,„b)av as before, the ensemble aver-

age of (99) is found to be

£ UnN+k exp [-j*(nN + k)/N]
n-fl

- £ U*N-k exp [+pr(nN - k)/N]

//i»\ _ PR.

+
2 2

Pg
2N 2-1 Vnlf+k ~ 2-1 * nx-k (radians)

2

(103)

The exp (—jirk/N) can be factored from the first absolute value and
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then exp (±jrnN/N) replaced by (—1)", so that

Z (-runX+k - f; (-)
n
c/„v

n=l

Z FnV+i - Z F„V+
2 2

2iV
(radians)

2

, (104)

which is the generalization of (92) when the complete response of the

tuned circuit is used. To repeat what was said before, since the Fourier

components in the spectrum of are j e/N apart, this expression for

(0
2

)av at / = k/NT is equivalent to the "phase power" in a band fe/N
wide in a continuous spectrum.

To obtain the continuous power spectrum iv e (j) of the "noise" part

of 0, we let m/NT = f and N —» °o in the above expressions. First

(77) becomes

.7-

*(/') -

S(f) =

exp QW//J
T

exp QW//J

f (9 - p)F2] cos tt/T + j[F, - F3] sin tt/T} di. (105)

f exp (-i2x/'0[F4 - F3 - F2] d<
•'0

f exp (-j2t/'0{[2pF4 + (g - p)F3
'0

Also

Un„+k -> 1/CfO = ^(n/« + /)

Y\j2ir(nj c + /)]

(106)

S(nf c + /)

p[5(/«) + V «(/.)]

p8.v ) as derived from (64)where {Cs)„ has been replaced by p(S$

and (74).

Since the expressions derived earlier for the average power in a

component of <p(t) refer to positive frequency only, we shall deal

with the one-sided power spectrum Wo(f) of 6(t). As before / = k/NT
denotes the frequency associated with the average power expressed

in (104). Then the value of the right side of (104) tends to w(f)Af =
w& (/) /NT as N -> oo and consequently

w e (1)

+

.
Tpq

J
2

m 2 2

Z (-)
n
U(nfc + /) - Z (-)"tf*(n/. -

f)

Z 7(n/« + /) - Z V*(nfc
- /)

where < / < /„.

(radians)
2
per Hz,

(107)
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2.6.5 Application of Results in Section 2.6.4 to Particular Pulse Shapes

Comparing the result (104) with the earlier (92), it is seen that

each component of frequency / = k/NT in the spectrum of is made

up of contributions from the pairs of components spaced / from all

the harmonics of the pulse rate fc . The sampling of <f>(t) has brought

in all these additional contributions.

Now we are in a position to find out what the effect is of neglecting

the higher frequencies as was done in the previous work and espe-

cially in deriving the result (92) to which (104) reduces when only

n = 1 is considered.

To do this, we will investigate several particular pulse shapes. As

will be seen below, certain simplifications arise for n = 1 so that in

some cases, approximate expressions for the noise may be derived.

But, in general, and especially when the sums of (107) are to be cal-

culated, the expressions become so complex that they cannot be dealt

with readily in an analytical way. However, numerical calculations

of wo(f) in (107) answers most of our questions. Some of the com-

putations for the rectangular pulses were first done by S. 0. Rice. The

others are extensions of them. The sums were carried to 30 terms

for the rectangular pulses and to 15 or 20 in the other cases. Leveling

off occurred before these cutoff points were reached.

If each pulse is confined to one time slot, then In (t) is determined

entirely by an . Thus, in the specifications (54) , we have

F3 (t') = 0; F,(0 = F4 (t'). (108)

As a consequence, it is seen from (59) , (60) , and (74) that

5m = o, ym = (109)

Sm = /3m exp (jirm/N) (110)

with corresponding simplifications in (75) , (76) , (79) , and (92)

and (104).

2.6.5.1 Narrow Rectangular Pulse. First take the rectangular pulse of

duration t used in Fig. 19. Here

F2{t')
= F&') = 1, (T - r)/2 <t' <{T+ r)/2

= 0, elsewhere.

Calculation of the pulse spectrum function Sm from (110), (58), and

(61) yields
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Sm , y,-, r
. n n v-, exp [-jr2v(n - 1)] sin irjn + x)t/T

^ = (-) exp [jMI ~ 2u)] ^^ sinWT

(112)

using m = niV + k and x = k/N.

The expression (3) in Section 2.1 for the ratio of noise power in a

band B to carrier power is derived from (112) using (79) and (64),

putting /'//„ for n + x, and noting that <xv = 2pSN /or a positive fre-

quency only spectrum as in (79) . Thus

al = q SmS*

a's pN S%

_ f„ sin
2
ttJ't . .

"iV(/ ,

)

2
sin

2
7rr/7''

{lU)

These components are j e/N apart and so the power of each corresponds

to that in a band B of this width. The ratio o^/ov corresponds exactly

toS2M 2
in(3).

To apply these results to the single tuned tank circuit centered on the

pulse rate, the general form of Ym+/YN as given in (15) is necessary.

This is

Y»N+k/Y» = n + x + mn\xY - if
(15)

Combining (15) with (112) in (102) or (106) gives

U(n] e + f)

_
(-)""' exp [J7r.r(l - 2v)\ exp [-jr2v(n - 1)] siinr(n + x)t/T

p[n + x + jQ[(n + xf - 1]] sin tt/T

(114)

with /' = n/„ + / and m/N = f//« .

First, notice that the factor exp (j2irxt>) in (114) disappears in the

calculation of (107) since exp (jrx2v) = exp * (jt(—x)2v) and hence

factors out of both sums.

Next consider the unique conditions that arise when n — 1. The
second exponential factor containing the parameter v, which determines

the sampling time, disappears from (114). And the factor multiplying

jQ in the denominator becomes proportional to x. The first means that

the sampling time has no effect on the contribution of the n = 1 terms

to w (f). The second means that (t/+ — Ut) —> as x —> and hence

that the contribution of n = 1 to w9 (f) approaches zero as /
—+ 0.
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As indicated in Fig. 19, the zero crossing of the fundamental com-

ponent comes at the t = sampling time for v = £; hence this value was

used in the computations. Timing noise spectra obtained in this way

for several durations of rectangular pulse are plotted in Fig. 20. In

order that the effect of the high frequencies may be easily seen, the

corresponding spectra considering only the n = 1 term are shown in

Fig. 21.

Several interesting points are evident:

(j) Comparing the two sets of spectra, it is seen that the high fre-

quencies have brought in noise at and near zero frequency, except for

the t/T = 0.6 duration.*

(it) There is a great difference in the full spectra for t/T > 0.5.

This was observed experimentally for other values of t/T than 0.6.

(Hi) The high frequencies in the timing tank response, through the

sampling process, have not only brought in very low frequency phase

noise, but reduced the higher frequency noise except for t/T = 0.6. It

is the phase structure of this noise which makes cancellation as well as

addition possible.

(iv) In the case of t/T = 0.6, there is only a small difference between

the spectrum obtained with the full spectrum and that from considering

only n = 1.

(v) There is very little difference between the spectra for t/T = 0.1

and t/T = 0.02. This suggests that the phase noise may not disappear

for pulses which approach spikes in shape.

(vi) The magnitude of the noise, when compared with that of the

usually more practical rounded shapes, is quite small, as seen in Fig. 4.

It will be seen below, that the effect of the high frequencies is much less

for these other pulse shapes.

For the narrow pulse case, t/T = 0.1, the timing noise spectrum

can be changed greatly by small amounts of tank circuit mistuning, as

shown in Fig. 22. This also can be a cancellation or an addition effect.

When the tank circuit is mistuned from the pulse rate, ± x is replaced

by x ± x in (15) for the normalized admittance. Here x is the relative

mistuning as denned earlier in (18).

2.6.5.2 IT Raised Cosine Pulse. A photograph of an oscilloscope dis-

play of this pulse shape is given in Fig. ISc. Each pulse is confined to

* The possibility of this property of the noise was pointed out by H. E. Rowe.
See Ref. 6.
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Fig. 20 — Calculated spectra of timing noise for several durations of rectangular

pulses.
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T/T = 0.6 (use scale at right)
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X= f/fc

Fig. 21 — Calculated spectra of timing noise for rectangular pulses (n = 1 only).
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Fig. 22— Spectrum of phase noise for rectangular pulse.

a single time slot and so the relations (108), (109), (110) hold. Here

F2 (t') = F4(0 = 1 - cos (2vt/T) (115)

and

S(nfc + f) 2 exp (j2irvx) exp [j2irv(n — 1)] sin 7r(n + x)

S(fc )
~~ t (n + x)[(n + x)

2 - 1]

The proper value of v is 1/4.

The spectrum of timing noise is shown in Fig. 35, where it is seen

that there is no noise energy at zero frequency. The pulse spectrum

not only has nulls at all the pulse rate harmonics except the funda-

mental, but has very small energy in all the high frequencies. Thus,

in this case, the high frequencies have very little effect on the timing

noise. This was verified by both further calculation and measurement.

For x not too large, the noise spectrum is nearly

/ /ftxi /m/rv,* sin tx (9 + l&c'Q*)* j /TT ,,,m
(w,(f)y « (T/2Y —^-

1 + -^ffi
rad/Hz. (117)
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2.6.5.3 1.5T Raised Cosine Pulse. This pulse shape is drawn in Fig.

23a. A single pulse is described by

/(# = 1-cos(4tiV3T).

Consideration of the specification (54) shows that

f&') - fs') = m - fc + w
w) = m + Kf + t)

Ftf) - Fz {t') = ffl

*M) - m

(118)

< V < T/2

T/2 < V < T.

(119)

Thus, even though there is overlapping of adjacent pulses, 8m =
and the pulse spectrum is completely specified by Sm . Consideration

of the waveform of Fig. 23(a) for all pulses present shows that v = 1/2

is the proper value here. Sm/Ss is independent of v for this value and is

S "> - Q™ lk ~\t V 5 [1 ~ exp (-jrm/N)]

SN ~ eXp W^-)
8 (m/JV)(4/9 - m2/N2

)

?£2 [1 + exp (-jrm/N)} + £ exp (jwm/N)\- (120)N 9

TIME, t

T 2T 3T TIME,t

Fig. 23— Pulse waveforms.
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The spectra of timing noise, caused by this pulse shape, calculated

and measured, are plotted in Fig. 36. While the magnitude (rms) of

this noise is about 4 times that for IT pulses, the energy at zero fre-

quency is 0.00075 degree in a 10 Hz band, which is quite small. Hence

overlapping of pulses does not appear to be a source of very low fre-

quency timing noise. As in the previous case, the high frequency part

of the response is small and so has only a small effect on the timing

noise.

2.6.5.4 Asymmetrical Overlapping Pulses. The particular pulse shape

chosen here is pictured in Fig. 23b, where it is seen that the rise occurs

in one-half pulse period while the decline takes a whole period. The

auxiliary function F2 (t) is described by

F2(f) = 1 - cos 2*t'/T < V < T/2

= 1 - cos7r(/' + T/2)/T T/2 < t' < ST/2. (121)

From this and F-A and F4 , it is found that the 8 function is zero as

in the previous case. The spectrum function Sm is

Sm _ 2j exp (j2irxv) exp [j2nv(n — 1)]

SN " t (1 - ;4/&r)(n + x)

/ l + exp [-j2w(n + x)] 1 + exp [pr(n + x)]\ , ,

"l l-4(n + z)
2 l-(n + z)

2 f
{UZ)

Estimates indicate that v = 0.35 will bring the zero crossing of the

fundamental term very close to the sampling time of t = and so

this value was used in the calculations. The spectrum of timing noise

caused by this pulse shape is plotted in Fig. 36, where it is seen that

the amount at zero frequency is quite small, although somewhat
larger than that of the symmetrical overlapping pulses. Hence, asym-

metry of pulse shape does not appear to be a significant factor in

veiy low frequency timing noise.

Since no readily available means for generating this pulse shape

in the laboratory was found, there is no measured data. The good

agreement between calculation and measurement in the other cases

gives considerable weight to the calculated curve.

2.6.5.5 Rectified 2T Raised Cosine Pulses. Rectified 2T raised

cosine pulses are pictured in Figs. 17 and IS. Before rectification, a

single pulse occupying two time slots is represented by
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/,(<) = 1 + cos (We/2)* -T <t < T (123)

where / c
= to c/27r is the pulse rate. After rectification, the auxiliary

functions are shown in Fig. 17c and described by

F2 {t') =0, ^ /' ^ T/2

= -cos(W/r). T/2 ^ t' ^T

Fz {t') = cos (W/T). ^ /' g T/2 (124)

= 0, T/2 g V ^ T

F4(0 = 1, £ ? £ T.

Because of the nonlinearity, the 8 function is not zero. The pulse

spectrum is described by

_ 1 exp [-j(&r/2)(m/N)] cos (irm/N) sin (irm/N)

(m/N)(\ - ±m2/N2

)
(125)

1 exp [-j(3x/2)(m/AQ][sin(7rm/A0 - 2m/N\
5m ~ t (m/N)(l - 4m2

/iV
2

)

SN = 0, 8N = j2/3t, (CN)ttV
= j/Gir for v = 1/4, p = 1/2.

The spectrum of timing noise calculated from (125) is plotted in

Fig. 37. The sums in (107) were carried to 15 terms, but the higher

order terms added very little. The results arc very close to those for

n = 1 except at zero frequency. The higher frequency terms with alias-

ing do generate some noise at these. The amount, which is difficult to

see in the Fig. 37, is 0.0023 degree rms in a 10 Hz band, about three

times that for 1.5T pulses and one-half that for the asymmetrical

pulses.

2.6.6 Relation of the General Theory to the Simpler One

The operation U+ — U* which appears in (92) for the calculation of

phase deviation is essentially the same as the operation used in Section

2.2 for determining symmetrical and antisymmetrical components or

in phase and quadrature components. The expression U+ — U* is

U+ - V* - (S +/(ClV)J(YJY,) - (S-/(C„)&V)*(Y-/YN)*. (126)

In the simpler derivations of Section 2.2, it was assumed that the

pulse train was such that (.S+/(C v )av ) = (S-/(CN)KV)* and so could
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be factored out leaving

U+ -U* = (S/(CN)av)[Y +/YN - (Y-/Y„)*\. (127)

Or, in other words, the pulse train contributed to the phase deviation

in magnitude only. The part within the brackets is the conversion

factor caused by mistuning, if any, in the tuned circuit described by

Y. In the case of the offset trigger, a separate conversion factor was

derived.

The simple theory cannot be applied generally for the wider pulses

and particularly in those cases when the S function enters into the

pulse spectrum description. In some cases considered in detail, it was

found that the strength of noise components am (and hence the dis-

symmetry between side frequency pairs about the pulse rate) depends

largely on the Sm part of (79) , and very little on the Sm part, while the

situation is just the reverse for the phase deviation
<f>k in (92).

III. SYSTEM USED FOR MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Principal Apparatus

In Fig. 24, the connection diagram of Fig. 1 has been revised to

show the detection and remodulation process. This also shows why

the actual apparatus used (bottom diagram) is really parts of two

repeaters.

The complete block diagram of the apparatus used, corresponding

to the simplified diagram at the bottom of Fig. 24 is shown in Fig. 25.

The functioning of this apparatus will now be described in more

detail. The principal sections are

:

3.1.1 Pulse Regenerator

The pulse regenerator has been especially developed so that it will

not add any timing noise of its own. It was worked out mainly by

C. R. Crue following plans made by S. L. Freeny. To make the first

record (simulating repeater 1), the regenerator input is switched to

the source of clipped random noise, thus generating a random train

of pulses. Thereafter it is switched to the recorder playback so that

the same sequence of pulses, though random, is used for each trans-

mission through the apparatus. A fixed bias may also be connected

to the regenerator input so that it sends an all pulses present train

to the system for calibration and testing.
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Fig. 24 — Block diagram of simulation of chain of regenerative repeaters. Part

within dashed section at top is redrawn at bottom.

3.1.2 LC Tank Circuit

The LC tank circuit which derives the timing wave from the in-

coming pulse train uses an air core coil and positive feedback to

achieve a Q of 100. It is necessary to use an air core coil and to keep

it in a temperature controlled oven in order to measure phase with

the required precision of less than 0.1°.

3.1.3 Amplitude Limiter

A very important section and one which is difficult to achieve is

the amplitude limiter which removes very nearly all the amplitude

variation from the timing wave so that in the detection process, only

the phase deviation of the timing wave is measured. For most of the

measurements, the limiter has two stages, each consisting of amplifier,

cathode follower, and series limiter made up of resistance and a pair
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of diodes. The amplifiers were made to approach linearity very

closely and are isolated from the limiters by cathode followers in

order to make amplitude to phase conversion negligible.

3.1.4 Phase Detector Characteristic

The phase detector characteristic, volts versus phase, extends

through zero equally in both directions, and is linear over a wide

range. How it works is explained briefly in the simplified diagram

of Fig. 26. There are two inputs to the phase detector, the signal

wave and the reference standard. At the positive zero crossings of

these waves, sharp pulses are generated to operate the flip-flop whose

output is the square wave at E when A and B are opposite in phase

as shown. The edge of the square wave at E, controlled by the refer-

SIGNAL

TRIGGERS

C
FLIP-
FLOP

EA PASS
FILTER
400 HZ

VARIABLE
ATTEN-
UATOR

D. C.
AMPLIFIERSTANDARD

B
REFERE

D
NCE

TIME

I NIT

PHASE
DETECTOR

CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 26— Block diagram and operation of phase detector.
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ence standard, is fixed; the other edge varies as the phase of the

signal wave. The average value of E appearing at the low-pass filter

output is then proportional to the time variations of the positive zero

crossings of the signal wave, that is, its phase. The low-pass filter

and a little shaping in the dc amplifier are such that the bandwidth

available for the detector output as indicated in Fig. 26 is about 0.4

the pulse rate. The noise wave thus derived is nearly the best con-

tinuous representation of the zero crossing deviations.

Since part of this detector is like a sampler operating at 1 kHz,

there will be aliasing in the process if the original time variations

contain frequency components higher than 0.5 kHz, as discussed in

Section 2.6.4 and 2.6.5.

With the time interval unit and counter connected at E, the time

duration from a fixed edge of the square wave to the adjacent vari-

able edge can be measured so that individual zero crossing variations

as well as the smoothed wave v may be obtained from the detector;

or the time interval unit may be operated to measure from one vari-

able edge to the next. In this way "spacing jitter" may be measured.

This connection is also used in the standardization of the detector

characteristic. With an all pulses present train applied to the tuned

circuit, a steady sine wave is obtained at the signal point A of the

phase detector. The precision phase shifter which supplies the refer-

ence at point B is adjusted until the duration of the positive part of

E is 500.0 microseconds. Then a bias adjustment is made to bring

v to zero volts. After this the phase shifter is moved by various

amounts from this reference condition and the amplifier gain ad-

justed to give the proper detector output voltage. In this calibration

a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer is used for voltage measurement.

3.1.5 Phase Modulator

The phase modulator generates a sharp pulse at the instant voltage

coincidence occurs between the input signal wave and a very "linear

sawtooth" wave generated from the 1 kHz standard. This pulse is

then used in the regenerator for timing the new pulses. The modulator

must generate this timing pulse just as precisely as the phase detector

detects the zero crossings of the original timing wave. It is calibrated

by applying a known voltage which then causes a phase shift through-

out the system. This phase shift is then converted to a voltage by

the phase detector and the result compared with the input. The modu-

lator sensitivity is adjusted so that the detector output is the same

as the modulator input.' Thus all calibration of the detection and
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modulation process is in terms of two absolute standards, the Leeds

and Northrup potentiometer for voltages and the phase shifter for

phase angles.

The circuit for the modulator was originally developed and worked

out by L. R. Wrathall. This was revised somewhat and built in final

form and thoroughly tested by C. R. Crue.

3.1.6 Tape Recorder

The tape recorder used is an Ampex FR-100B with servo speed

control such that reproduced signal time never varies by more than

±0.25 ms (1 ms = 1 pulse period) from precise time. Because the

noise wave is essentially a low frequency signal with most of its

energy below 5 Hz, and because frequency modulation (FM) record-

ing is used, these small variations in time will affect only the time

at which this old noise is added to the new. Tests have demonstrated

that whatever time variation there is has a negligible effect. FM
recording at 30 inches per second is used on five tracks, one of which

is for speed servo. The machine is operated at 50 Hz derived by

step-down chain from the 1 kHz standard which in turn is derived

from the 1 MHz crystal oscillator in the counter. Two tracks pro-

vide a 5 kHz band for the pulse train. The other two tracks are for

the phase noise signal and the bandwidth for these has been reduced

to 1.25 kHz to lessen recorder noise. The gain through these channels

is made unity. A phase shifter in the 50 Hz supply to the recorder

makes it possible to align the recorded pulses with the gating triggers

at the regenerator input each time the recorder is started.

3.1.7 Delay Network

The delay network in the pulse path makes up for the delays in

the noise path caused mainly by the detection and recording process

so that the noise record and pulse record correspond at any time.

3.1.8 Trigger Circuit and Envelope Detector

A trigger circuit with adjustable triggering level was introduced

into the system in place of the limiter for the investigation of ampli-

tude to phase conversion effects. Operation and data taking were

simplified by removing the limiter entirely even though in a real

repeater some limiting, though imperfect, would be used.

For the measurement of the properties of amplitude variations of

the tuned circuit response, an envelope detector was connected at the

tuned circuit output.
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3.1.9 Pulse Shaping Networks

For the study of wide pulses and intersymbol interference, pulse

shaping networks were introduced between the pulse regenerator and

the tank circuit. These were RC circuits and low-pass niters for

producing a sine-squared shape. In some cases a half-wave rectifier

was introduced between filter and tank circuit.

3.1.10 Longword Pulse Pattern

In order to investigate some aspects of timing noise, an attachment

to the signal generator was made so that a longword pulse pattern

with a period of 240 bits, and hence having important components

within the band of the tank circuit, could be applied to the system.

The basic parts of this attachment are (i) a code plate with a rectan-

gular 15 by 16 array of holes, placed before (ii) a cathode ray tube,

the electron beam of which is swept across all the holes successively,

and (Hi) a light sensitive device to convert the light coming through

the code plate holes into pulses. The longword signal pattern which

is desired is then brought about by blocking out with black tape the

proper holes in the code plate. This apparatus was developed by C. R.

Crue.

3.2 Method of Operating the System

In using the system to obtain a series of noise records corresponding

to the timing noise at successive repeaters in a chain, the procedure

is as follows. After calibrations have been made with the all pulses

present condition, the regenerator is connected to the clipped noise

source (which has been adjusted to give the desired pulse density)

and recordings are made of the pulse train on track 5, the generated

phase noise in the timing wave on track 3, and the 50 Hz servo control

wave on track 1, for about 15 minutes. Then the tape is rereeled,

calibration checked, and playback started with track 3 going to the

phase modulator and track 5 going to the pulse regenerator. This

time the pulse train is recorded on track 4 and the timing noise on

track 2. We now have two timing noise records corresponding to the

timing waves at the first and second repeaters of a chain and these

are now analyzed following the procedure outlined below.

Notice that it is the phase noise on the timing wave which is

analyzed here rather than the repeater output pulses. These are the

same, of course, in a completely retimed repeater. Therefore, it is

not necessary that the recorded pulse train have the accumulated
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timing noise; it is a perfectly timed replica of the original pulse

train. The first part of the regenerator removes any time variations

acquired in the recording-playback process. In the first recording,

a few minutes of all pulses present is recorded before switching to

the random train to give the recorder servo time to synchronize and

also to allow time for the alignment of recorder to system each time

it is started.

To obtain the next pair of records corresponding to transmission

through repeaters 3 and 4 of the chain, track 2 is played back to the

phase modulator, while the detected accumulated noise is recorded

on track 3 thus erasing the record first made there. Then track 3 is

played back to the modulator with the new noise record being made

on track 2. And so on, as long as desired or until some difficulty in

the process arises.

During the playback, the alignment of system and recorder is

monitored continuously to make sure that the recorder stays in syn-

chronism. If it does not, the pulse train may be altered.

A great amount of time and effort has gone into the building of

the system just described to make it sufficiently stable and accurate

for measuring phase deviations to within less than 0.1° out of 10°.

It is necessary to measure with this precision in order to be able to

describe accurately the change in noise from one repeater to the next

because of the small amounts involved. The rms value of noise gen-

erated at one repeater with Q = 100 and 0.1 percent detuning is a

little less than 1°.

Another factor in the reliability of the data is that a long enough

signal was used for analyzing so that fluctuations in the plotted

parameters of the noise were fairly small. As described below, 32

ten-second averages of the time the noise wave spends below each

threshold are used for each point on the cumulative distributions.

Since the counter rests for 10 seconds after each adding period, the

length of signal involved is 640,000 pulse positions. Each plotted

point is well enough established, so that the curve connecting them

is smooth without the necessity of further averaging.

The residual noise at the detector output for all pulses present

is about 0.006° rms. For a random train of pulses (narrow) there

should be no phase noise generated if the tank circuit is centered

exactly on the pulse rate. In this situation, the residual noise is about

0.012° rms. See Fig. 28. This is not only a good test of the system

as a whole, but is a good dynamic test of the limiter, which is hard

to do in any other way.
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3.3 Apparatus jor and Process of Analyzing Data

3.3.1 Cumulative Distribution-Slicer Circuit

To obtain the cumulative distribution of the noise, a slicer circuit

was developed. This is an adjustable threshold device which generates

a standard height pulse whenever the noise wave is below the thres-

hold. The duration of each of these pulses is measured by counting

the number of cycles of a 100 kHz wave which the pulse gates to

the counter. The accumulated durations of all these pulses which

occur in a standard interval of 10 seconds is then totaled by the

counter.

At each threshold setting, 32 of these totals are obtained and

plotted in control chart fashion as shown in Fig. 27. This helps us

to see if the data are statistically acceptable. If appreciable trouble

has occurred in the apparatus during the run, it will show up in this

picture. The median taken from each chart of data is used to plot

one point on the distribution. After the distribution is plotted, the

rms value is taken from 1/3 the difference of the values at the 93.3
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Fig. 27— Control chart plot of data to obtain one point of cumulative dis-

tribution (as in Fig. 31) of timing noise amplitudes.
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percent and 6.7 percent points, following a method suggested by E. B.

Ferrell for skewed distributions.

3.3.2 Spectrum Density—Wave Analyzer

To obtain the spectrum density of the noise wave, a General Radio

1900A wave analyzer with external rms indicator is used. In order

to extend the nominal 20 Hz lower end of the analyzer to around 1

Hz, a 16-to-l speedup of the noise wave is made in a second recording

process. Each point on the cumulative distribution requires about 11

minutes of signal, so the original noise record is played back and

then rereeled for each point. During each playback the noise record

is duplicated at lower speed by bridging the input of another FR-100

recorder operating at 1% inches per second at the main recorder out-

put. The new record then consists of about 8 to 10 serial duplications

of the noise which, when played back at 30 inches per second, pro-

vides about 5 minutes total of the original noise with all frequency

components multiplied by 16. A wave analyzer band of 10 Hz then

is equivalent to a 0.625 Hz band for the original noise.

In order to obtain consistent and reliable measurements of noise

power in the wave analyzer band, it was found necessary to replace

the linear detector provided in the wave analyzer with a square law

detector. To do this, the wave analyzer IF output was connected to a

Ballantine rms meter and the square law response of this applied

to a 4-second time constant RC smoothing circuit and a linear scale

meter. The pointer of this meter still fluctuates, thus requiring some

kind of average. This average was obtained arithmetically from 20

successive meter readings made at 5-second intervals and, after cali-

bration, was taken as the measure of the mean square power of the

noise falling within the wave analyzer band at each frequency setting.

The variance of each of these readings depends partly on the

analyzing filter bandwidths and partly on the lengths of signal record

available. The latter part could be obtained only by calculation and

appears to be the dominating part. Variance estimated this way

indicates that any reading taken by the above method is within 10

percent of the true value with 95 percent confidence. The data taken

appear to have less variation than this. Some further smoothing of

an unknown amount occurs in the plotting of the individual points

to give a smooth spectrum curve. Integration of these curves con-

sistently gave results agreeing (within a very few percent) with

measurements of total noise power.
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IV. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Use of Narrow Rectangular Pulses

The first measurements of phase noise on the timing wave recovered

from a random train of narrow pulses by a tank circuit mistuned from

the pulse rate showed that the magnitude of the noise is proportional

to the amount of mistuning when this is only a few tenths of a per-

cent, as predicted by W. R. Bennett. 1 Hence there should be no noise

for zero mistuning. It was found difficult to define, though, just what
zero mistuning is for a real LC tank circuit. In the experiments

reported here, the tank circuit consisted of an air core coil and capaci-

tor in shunt at the collector of a transistor, the emitter of which had

a resistor equal to the resonant impedance of the LC tank. The
transistor was driven at its base and there was positive feedback

using another transistor to bring the effective Q of the tank to a

value of 100. The reference point from which mistuning was measured,

chosen because it could be easily set with sufficient precision, was

that of 180° phase between the collector and emitter voltages of the

tank transistor as determined by an oscilloscope Lissajou figure.

That the minimum of phase noise does not occur at this point is

shown by the curve of Fig. 28. Neither is its value zero, being made
up partly of the residual noise of the system as indicated by APP
(for all pulses present) and partly of the noise from the train of

random narrow rectangular pulses. However, in the investigation of

noise caused by pulse shape alone (Section 4.3), it was found that

this minimum does not coincide with zero mistuning. Rather, the

minimum is the result of cancellation by small amounts of mistuning

and trigger offset of part of the noise attributable to pulse shape.

While the minimum is about 0.012 degree, the noise from the pulses

is about 0.036 degree. This is the true zero mistuning and occurs

about where the curve crosses this ordinate. Even though the noise

contributed by the narrow rectangular pulses is not zero, it is quite

small as may be seen from the spectrum curves of Figs. 4 and 20.

Hence using the narrow rectangular pulses in the measuring of noise

caused by tank circuit mistuning and by offset trigger gives results

which very nearly isolates these as sources for individual scrutiny.

4.2 Tank Circuit Mistuning

The curves of Fig. 2 show how the spectrum changes as the noise

is examined at successive repeaters, each mistuned by the same amount
and direction, in a chain of six repeaters. Distinctive features of these
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spectra are the zeros at zero frequency and the maxima which occurs

at / = f /2Q tor N = 1 and closer to zero as N increases. Additional

measurements on longer chains up to 20 in length show that this trend

continues and agrees with magnitudes predicted by the theory pre-

sented in Section II. In Fig. 14, these predictions are plotted and

extended to a chain of 100 repeaters. It is evident from these results

that while the maximum continues to rise, its magnitude will never

be greater than four times what it was at the first repeater. The

reason for this is that the noise spectrum generated at each repeater

is zero at zero frequency and the succeeding tank circuits continually

attenuate the higher frequency components. These effects are seen

also in the data on the total phase noise along the chain. For chains

up to 20 in length, measured and calculated values are plotted in

Fig. 29. Calculated values for longer chains are plotted in Fig. 15.

Figure 30 shows the measured and calculated spectra of phase

noise at two adjacent repeaters when the second one is mistuned in

the opposite direction but by the same amount as the first one. This

has the effect of reversing the dissymmetry of side frequencies about

the carrier in the second repeater, and so there is a partial canceling
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of phase noise. Thus the greatest accumulation of timing noise caused

by mistuning comes when all repeaters in a chain are mistuned the

same way.

In all these cases, we have seen how well the values of timing noise

calculated from the theoretical model of Section II agree with those
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Fig. 30— Spectra of timing noise at two successive regenerative repeaters
with oppositely detuned timing tanks.
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obtained by measurement. The theoretical model was developed from

the simple picture of the equivalence of phase modulation of the

recovered carrier and dissymmetry of the side frequencies about this

carrier introduced by the mistuning of the tank circuit into the other-

wise symmetrical side frequency and carrier representation of the

random pulse train.

The cumulative distribution curve of phase noise generated at a

mistuned repeater, obtained from measurements, is shown in Fig. 31

and is seen to have a shape which is approximately log-normal. Cal-

culation of a distribution curve which agrees quite well with these

results has been made by M. R. Aaron and J. R. Gray.9 When the

distributions of timing noise at successive repeaters along a chain

are examined, it is found that the skewness is gradually reduced.

Another set of data from the measurements of timing noise caused

by mistuning is that concerning spacing noise which is displayed in

Fig. 32. Spacing noise is defined as the deviations from normal of the

spacing between successive positive (or negative) going zero cross-

ings of the timing wave. As suggested by M. R. Aaron and H. E.
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Rowe, the reason for this lies in the quantized character of changes

in the pulse pattern. That is, at any point in time, the next time slot

has either a pulse or no pulse. The magnitudes can be found from

the results shown in Fig. 39a for one absent pulse in 240 and mis-

tuning. Scaling this to 0.1 percent mistuning (condition for Fig. 32),

gives a peak phase change of 0.36° or 1 /*s. For a single pulse added,

the phase change would have the opposite sign. Since the most likely

change in the random pulse train is that of a single pulse added or

left out and other changes are less likely, the distribution of Fig. 32

should have peaks near +1 /xs and — 1 ps as observed.

4.3 Amplitude-to-Phase Conversion

The pulse rate fundamental recovered from the signal pulse train

by narrowband tank circuit has appreciable phase deviations only

if the tank circuit is mistuned from the pulse rate. But this funda-

mental has noisy amplitude variations even when the tank circuit is

perfectly tuned.

By connecting an envelope detector at the tank circuit output,

recordings were made of the response amplitude variations. The spec-

trum is shown in Fig. 33 where it is seen to have a nonzero value as

frequency approaches zero as predicted by the calculated values

superimposed and as also shown by the calculated curve of Fig. 8.

That this must be so may be seen by considering that the noise side

frequencies continue to exist at about the same magnitude as they
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get closer to the carrier (pulse rate). That is, the amplitude modula-

tion is not reduced, only the dissymmetry disappears. The measured

cumulative distribution of the amplitude variations is very nearly

normal.

One way in which these amplitude variations may be converted

into phase variations is through an imperfection in the trigger circuit

which, from the timing wave, generates sharp pulses for retiming the

signal pulses. Such will be the case if the triggering level of this cir-

cuit is, for some reason, offset from the zeros of the timing wave.

This kind of timing noise was generated in the system for simulat-

ing a chain of regenerative repeaters by replacing the amplitude

limiter which follows the tank circuit in Fig. 9 with a trigger circuit

having an adjustable threshold. In a real repeater, some amplitude

limiting, though imperfect, would be used between tank and trigger,

but here it is more convenient to leave out all limiting.

Spectra of this amplitude to phase timing noise, when there is no

mistuning, at successive-like repeaters in a chain of six are plotted

in Fig. 3 along with calculated points. The spectra have the same

shape as that of the amplitude variations since the two phenomena

are directly related. The rms magnitudes at very low frequencies
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grow directly with repeater number because of the nonzero magnitude

of noise and nearly zero tank circuit attenuation at very low fre-

quencies. Total timing noise in the same situation is shown in Fig.

34. The cumulative distribution of the noise is somewhat curved,

about like the amplitude to phase conversion characteristic of the

trigger circuit.

Timing noise was measured also when mistiming and amplitude to

phase conversion were both present in the same repeater. This is

shown in Fig. 10, along with calculated values.

We see in all these results very good agreement between the mea-

sured values and those calculated, as outlined in Section II, by the

method developed first in the investigation of noise caused by mis-

tuning.

4.4 Phase Noise Attributable to Pulse Form

4.4.1 Rectangular Pulses

After it was found that the low sharp minimum of timing noise

shown in the curve of Fig. 28 was attained by small deviations from

zero mistuning and zero trigger offset, fairly good agreement between

measured and calculated noise spectra for rectangular pulses was

obtained. Most of the curves of Fig. 4 are from measurements while

those of Figs. 20 and 21 are from calculations.

Fig. 34— Total timing noise from amplitude variation of timing wave and

offset trigger as a function of the number (N) of repeaters in a chain.
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It is only the narrow rectangular pulses which have the magnitude

and shape of noise spectrum which can be changed to produce the

result of Fig. 28 by small adjustments of the two indicated factors.

The calculated curves of Fig. 22 show how this can be. For rectangular

pulses with t/T = 0.6, the total noise changes only about 10 percent

as the tuning varies over the range of Fig. 22.

An attempt was made to measure the effect of high frequencies in

the tank circuit response by cutting out these components ; it was not

entirely satisfactoiy because of the difficulty of obtaining a suitable

filter. The results were sufficient though to verify the general features

of the differences between the curves of Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.

4.4.2 Raised Cosine Pulses

Trains of pulses approximating the raised-cosine shape were gen-

erated by applying the 10 percent duty factor rectangular pulses to

a 4-section low-pass filter built from a design by W. E. Thomson.12

Filters were built to generate pulses IT, 1.5T, and 2T wide at their

bases. Oscilloscope presentations of the IT pulses are shown in Fig.

18c and of the 2T pulses in Fig. 18a.

The measured spectrum of phase noise caused by the IT pulses is

shown in Fig. 35 along with the calculated values and it is seen that

agreement is fairly good. This spectrum has appreciable energy at

considerably higher frequencies than does that caused by mistuning

or trigger offset and narrow rectangular pulses. The reason for this is

that the dissymmetry of side frequencies extends to much higher

frequencies. The same is true of course for the rectangular pulses

wider than t/T = 0.5.

Measured and calculated spectra for the 1.5T pulses are plotted

in Fig. 36 where it may be seen that the total amount of noise is about

four times as great as that for the IT pulses.

Since there seemed to be no suitable way to generate the asymmet-

rical pulses, no experimental data is available for this case.

Some of the data obtained with rectified 2T pulses are presented

in Fig. 37. It is difficult to duplicate experimentally the idealized

waveform of Fig. 17b assumed in the calculations of this case. For

example the wiggles at the top of the real waveform Fig. 18a come

from small departures from ideal of the pulse shapes, and the rectifier

does not produce cusps at its cutoff point but rounded transitions as

in Fig. 18b. The data plotted in Fig. 37 agrees fairly well with cal-

culation, and it is believed to be reliable. But other data has been
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Fig. 35— Spectrum of timing noise from raised cosine random pulses one time

slot wide at base. No tank mistuning.

obtained which gives spectra both smaller and larger than that shown.

When the driving pulses are ac coupled to the shaping filter, there

is a large increase in very low-frequency noise components as shown.

This illustrates the statement made before that if there is low-fre-

quency distortion in the transmission of pulses, then nonlinearity
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Fig. 36— Timing noise spectra for 15 T and asymmetrical raised cosine

pulses.
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Fig. 37— Spectrum of timing noise from rectified raised cosine puses two
time slots wide. No tank mistuning.

which follows this can convert this distortion into very low-frequency

phase noise. With ac coupling, the pulse waveform of Fig. 18(a) is

changed to that of Fig. 38.

4.5 Long Word Periodic Pulse Pattern

In addition to the previous results obtained with a random pulse

train, a few measurements were made using a periodic pulse pattern

of period 240 time slots.

Fig. 38— Photograph of random pulse oscilloscope traces for raised cosine

pulses two time slots wide at base. AC coupling.
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For a particular pattern chosen at random, the measured phase

modulation on the recovered pulse rate agrees very closely with that

calculated from the theoiy developed in Section II. Hence there is

nothing in periodic pulse patterns as such to cause behavior different

from that predicted by the theory.

Another particular pattern, with one pulse per period missing was

used to measure a sort of phase impulse response. Under this condi-

tion phase deviation was observed and photographed under two con-

ditions. Figure 39a shows the phase detector response for tank

mistiming and Fig. 39b that for an offset trigger circuit following

a perfectly tuned tank. In Fig. 39a, the mistuning is -0.2 percent

and the peak phase deviation 0.73 degree. In Fig. 39b, the trigger

offset is 12.6 degrees and the peak phase deviation is 0.43 degree.

The wiggles on both waveforms are a residual noise in the system

and have nothing to do with the phenomena being discussed.

Fig. 39— Photographs of oscilloscope traces—Phase deviation of recovered

fundamental pulse rate for pattern of 239 pulses, 1 space, with (a) tank circuit

mistuning, (b) amplitude to phase conversion by means of trigger offset.
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Both of these resemble the response of an RC circuit to an impulse.

A simple picture of this situation then is that deletion of one pulse

from the all pulses present condition is converted, by one or the

other of the two imperfections considered, into an equivalent impulse

of phase change which through the tank phase transfer characteristic

produces one of the responses of Fig. 39.

But there is a small, though significant, difference between the

two responses. The simpler of the two, Fig. 39b, with its sharp

rise and exponential decline is very close to an RC impulse response.

Its measured time constant is about 30 ms which is quite close to the

value of 32 ms which describes the phase transfer characteristic

derived from sine-wave measurements. The Laplace transform of this

pulse is F{p) — l/(-p + a). Its amplitude spectrum, with its finite

value at zero frequency, is like the measured spectra of phase noise

caused by amplitude to phase conversion.

The pulse in Fig. 39a differs from the other, principally in its

crossing of the baseline and undershooting as it declines to zero. The

observed pulse can be approximated very closely by the modified

exponential ft (t) = «-**(l - at) which has the Laplace transform

F(p) =
(p + <*y

The corresponding amplitude spectrum is

I

F(jo>)
|

=
+ <*-

It is seen that /,(£) goes through zero at t = t = 1/a and has a minimum

value of -e" 2 = -0.135 at t — =2f . Also, it is seen that
|
F(ju>)

\

has its maximum at u = a. From the photograph, we estimate that

t = 33 ms and that the minimum of 0.135 occurs at 2to . Further, from

the earlier work we find that both measurement and theory show a

maximum in the spectrum of phase noise caused by tank circuit mis-

tuning at w = to /2Q. Equating this to a gives 1/a = 32 ms which is

very good agreement with the estimation of t .

Thus the "impulse response" view of phase deviation in the funda-

mental recovered by means of a narrowband tank circuit is consistent

with the spectrum modification view worked out earlier.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two important sources of timing noise in a self-timed regenerative

PCM repeater, namely tank circuit mistuning and amplitude to phase
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conversion by means of an offset trigger circuit, have been identified

and studied both experimentally and theoretically. Another source,

pulse shape and duration has been studied less than the other two.

Another subject investigated is the way these noises accumulate

along a chain of repeaters and how they combine.

As a part of this investigation, a simple theoretical picture of the

process has been developed whereby many important properties of

timing noise and its accumulation along a chain of repeaters can be

calculated with results which agree very well with corresponding

measurements.

The process of calculation begins with the spectrum of the pulse

train, then proceeds to the modifications of it which arise as the

pulse train is transmitted through the timing tank and retiming

process of each repeater. The properties of the timing noise which

appear on the retiming wave depend on the particular character of

these modifications. The further modifications of the spectrum of the

pulse train, acquired at each repeater, are used to find the way in

which the timing noise accumulates along the repeater chain.

These investigations have shown that the characters of the spectra

of these timing noises are important in determining how they accu-

mulate along a chain of repeaters. It has been found that the spectrum

of the noise caused by tank circuit mistiming has a zero at zero

frequency. It has been demonstrated that because of its property,

the noise increases only for the first few repeaters of the chain, soon

reaching a limit. Further, it has been found that the spectrum of

timing noise which depends on amplitude variations of the timing

wave (as in a trigger circuit where the firing point has been offset

from a zero crossing) has a nonzero value at zero frequency. It has

been shown that because of this property, this timing noise increases

without limit along the repeater chain. The total amount of the noise

varies inversely with the Q of the tank circuit.

Thus, whether or not timing noise increases without limit along

a repeater chain depends, not on whether the same noise is generated

and added on at each repeater, but on whether or not the spectrum of

the noise added at each repeater has a nonzero value at zero frequency.

Study of the effect of pulse shape and duration have shown that

while the total noise from this source is greater than it is for the

others, the amount at very low frequencies is quite small, though not

zero in a number of cases. These latter components are the result

of aliasing of the high-frequency parts of the tank circuit response.
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If there is nonlinearity in the fundamental recovery path, low-

frequency pulse distortion during transmission can be converted to

very low frequency timing noise.
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